
 

      

GREENWICH LEISURE LIMITED 

- A SHAMEFUL ENTERPRISE

A TRUTH THEY CAN NO LONGER HIDE 

Unite The Union members working in Bromley Libraries have been on continuous indefinite strike since 6th June 
demanding proper staffing and the correct pay for those who have undertaken more senior roles in order to keep 
libraries open. In the course of the strike, the true nature of Greenwich Leisure Limited (GLL) has been exposed. 
There can no longer be any place to hide. No more can they hide behind the disguise whereby they claim to be a 
worker led social enterprise which is committed to giving back to the community. Instead, they act exactly like any 
private company when it comes to winning contracts and making cuts.  

WHO ARE GLL? 

GLL was set up in 1993 by Greenwich Council as a way to run its leisure centres while showing spending cuts in 
its accounts. GLL is a UK charitable social enterprise. They compete for and run leisure contracts in a number of 
local authorities and have now branched out into libraries. The company is run by a board on to which a worker 
representative can be elected. This is as far as it goes when it comes to being "worker led". The worker 
representative will always be out voted - and in the past the position has been occupied by senior managers. Only 
members of something called "The Society" can be board members. Society members pay £25 for the honor of 
being able to stand for election to the board. Society membership is only open to permanent staff - those on 
casual contracts, including zero hour contracts are not allowed to join the society. They just happen to be the 
majority of staff. Here are some of the prominent board members: 

26 YEARS PRETENDING TO BE A WORKER LED CO-OPERATIVE 

26 YEARS DISGUISED AS A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 



Diana Edmonds - Head of Library Division 
Annual Salary - £100,000 plus 

education sectors. 

This is being achieved through an aggressive 
acquisition strategy and in their own words "seizing 
an excellent commercial opportunity to grow in this 
relatively immature market". Her central task is to 
win library contracts from local authorities - judging 
by the small number of library contracts, this is a 
task that the company is spectacularly failing on.  

 Edmonds company 

"Instant Library" privatised 

Haringey Libraries. It was 

then acquired by Tribal 

Group. Tribal's business 

strategy is to develop a 

group of specialist 

businesses that provide 

services to the local 

government and 

Mark Sesnan - Managing Director 
Annual Salary - £200,000 plus 

to make great things happen for customers, 
communities and colleagues". This has no basis in 
reality whatsoever. Pay, terms and conditions for 
GLL staff are far inferior to public service pay and 
conditions. Communities, customers and local 
government employees facing transfer to GLL have 
time and time again opposed GLL take overs of local 
government services. This includes public 
consultations carried out by local authorities where 
the specific question was asked and people made 
clear that they wanted their services to continue to 
be Council run. In January 2015, 83% of Bromley 
residents who responded to a Council run 
consultation exercise opposed the GLL take over. 
Both the Council and GLL ignored the inconvenient 
result of the consultation exercise. So much for 
working for the community. 

Sesnan has stated " In 

setting up GLL, we were 

clear that this needed to be 

a new type of organisation 

that would be able to 

release the energy of 

public sector employees by 

enabling them to use the 

toolbox of private enterprise

Councillor Peter Brooks  
Greenwich Labour Councillor 

Brooks has refused to comment on the fact that GLL members in Bromley have been out on 
strike since 6th June 2019. This is maybe not as surprising as It appears. Brook's is on the 
board of GSPlus, another company set up by Greenwich Council who were awarded a 
contract to run transport services in Bromley.
This contract has now collapsed due to financial management failures. Workers are without 
jobs - and Greenwich Council is picking up the bill for redundancies for employees who were 
providing services for Bromley Council.  
While GLL claim to be worker led, GSPlus have set up a sister company - GSS. This company 
rely on zero hour contracts and hourly rates for workers pay are even less than that at both 
GSplus and GLL 

GLL have no problem making far fetched, egotistical claims. In a document claiming to celebrate their success they 
state: "If you can remember Britain in the 1990's, you will have grown up in a country with little cause for sporting 
celebration" and they also refer to "lacklustre performances at elite level".This is an incredibly insulting statement to 
so many sportspeople. This is surpassed by a statement regarding the band Oasis, who GLL claim took their name 
from the Oasis gym in Swindon following which they claim GLL mirrored the success of the band! The same 
document then claims part credit for the "remarkable rebirth in Britain's sporting performance" 



BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY 

GLL state: "Now as the UK's largest provider of public swimming, we operate 145 pools across England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland - including the iconic London Aquatics Centre, popular lidos, like London Fields and Jesus Green, and 
one of the  busiest leisure pools in the UK, Swindon Oasis". Unsurprisingly,  GLL fail to mention very public safety 
scandals involving GLL pools. This includes in Belfast where the press have reported on swimmers becoming ill after 
swimming in pools contaminated by human waste. This was followed by a media report of temperatures in pools 
being far too cold. 

Contract compliance should be an area where safety is a consideration - for instance when GLL award contracts for 
building maintenance. The evidence is however that GLL has no internal contract compliance measures. This was best 
demonstrated when GLL engaged a small scale building firm to carry out repairs in Greenwich. It appears that this 
was done on personal recommendation rather than any process. Appallingly, those employed by the building firm 
(which turned out to be a small father and son outfit) were a clear danger to the public. The clues were there when 
the builders threatened striking workers in a previous dispute in Greenwich - but were confirmed by press reports 
from a court case reporting that the same individuals had been sent to prison for attacking innocent members of the 
public with beer bottles.  

BETTER FOR WHO? 

Mark Sesnan has stated: "It has been a wonderful journey for us all, and, crucially, we have all stuck to our values and 
principles throughout. GLL may have a £300m turnover and around 14,000 staff, but we are still staff - owned and 
led - just as we were on 1st July 1993 - and everything we do is for the benefit of the community". GLL have also 
stated "GLL staff members own the organisation they work for through a non - dividend paying share which 
increases empowerment, motivation and involvement of staff" 

Unite does not differentiate between GLL workers and the community - it is the community from where the workers 
come from and where they live. The GLL business model is to bid cheap for contracts and having won them to then 
cut jobs by implementing the GLL staffing establishment which they believe is appropriate. 
This has now been admitted by the company in negotiations with Unite.  On the transfer of a service, any vacancies at 
that point disappear from the staffing establishment. GLL then implement a restructure cutting jobs further. In 
Bromley, GLL are attempting to cut 30 jobs - so while stating that everything they do is for the community, they have 
no problem making members of the community unemployed and reducing the number of public service jobs available 
to the community. 

This is an area that GLL does its best to keep secret. In 2017, the Council report recommending the transfer to GLL 
stated that the proposal would contribute to achieving the planned budget savings for the Council. Time and again, 
Unite demanded to know how these budget savings would be achieved, suspecting job cuts. Both the Council and 
GLL refused to disclose what was referred to as "Part 2" of the report, claiming commercial confidentiality. We can 
now safely assume that this referred to job cuts. 

GLL's claim that they are worker run is a fallacy. GLL have been challenged to give examples of how this works in 
practice - and they have failed to provide a single example. GLL prides itself on being a social enterprise yet pay, terms 
and conditions are far from social. The big test is when staff transfer in from local government with the limited 
protections available under TUPE legislation. It is the case that staff directly employed at the so called social enterprise 
are on far inferior pay and conditions compared to the staff transferring in from the local authority. What kind of 
worker led organisation has pay and conditions that are poorer than those within public services? In 2012, GLL took 
over Greenwich Libraries. The report that went to the Council stated that GLL wished to harmonise conditions.GLL 
were looking at quick savings by attacking the conditions of those staff transferring to GLL, by harmonising their 
conditions downwards with those of GLL staff. Strike action by Unite members stopped this attack. 

There has been significant recent news coverage pointing to the increase in insecure employment. While the news 
items have focused on the worst offenders such as Sports Direct, the fact is that on a national basis up to two thirds 
of GLL staff are employed on what are in effect zero hour contracts. We have examples of staff who were without 
work for periods of months. GLL will deny the use of zero hour contracts, but it is difficult to see the difference.

Simply referring to them as casuals does not make the employment conditions of these staff any more secure. 



The staff are part of the growing "precariat" - the growing army of workers on precarious conditions which stop 
them from being able to access rented accommodation, let alone mortgages because of the nature of their 

employm ent conditions. This is best demonstrated by a report in the Hackney Gazette in April 2017 which stated 
"Zero hour contract workers at Clissold Leisure Centre are devastated after bosses scrapped all their shifts without 
warning" 
Staff were left without shifts "with barely any time to grasp the sudden threat of the situation" One of the staff 
members stated "On 5th April I arrived at work and was called to the manager's office, where  I was told there is 
going to be cutbacks because we have no money - the entirety of the east region is being cut back. This was the 
first time I had been told anything - no formal letter or even email giving me any warning" 

GLL states "We also believe in our people, the staff who make the business work - especially the ones working in 
our facilities" But facts speak louder than mission statements. On 8 August 2016 GLL advertised 171 jobs on their 
website. 111 of these were for zero hour contracts. The employment pattern is something that GLL are clearly 
proud of as their accounts point to staff cost to income ratio as a "key performance indicator" highlighting that 
this has declined most years since 2008. 

A good indicator of a decent employer in London is whether it pays the London Living Wage (LLW). While GLL 
pays this to staff on TUPE contracts who transfer in from authorities who are already paying it, Unite had to fight 
hard to win the LLW for all staff. The worst example was where the company refused to pay the LLW to staff 
under the age of 21 who were doing the same job as those over 21. It took a public campaign, where Unite 
targeted the company and local authorities, for this to change so that in 2019 the LLW was finally paid to all staff.  

A further indicator is an employers attitude to a piece of case law commonly referred to as "Parkwood". This piece 
of anti - worker legislation gives employers discretion to avoid making pay awards to TUPE staff. GLL has not 
hesitated to take advantage of this legislation by denying pay awards, despite the fact that it also has discretion to 
not apply it.  

It is also worth looking at how an employer treats genuinely ill staff. GLL operates a pay system where 75 per cent 
is basic pay. When staff are sick, they get basic pay only - a 25 per cent pay cut.  This takes no account of people 
with disabilities who may need to take time off linked to their disabling condition and is contrary to the GLL 
statement which claims "we believe in social values".  

These social values also include using unpaid volunteers in libraries to do the work that should be done by paid 
staff. 

The truth is that GLL refuses to recognise trade unions. No trade union recognition means no negotiations. 
Instead, staff are simply told that there will be a restructure, redundancies or that a pay award will be imposed. 
Consultation will consist of minimal internal communication. This will be followed by imposition. Refusing to 
recognise a trade union does not just make GLL anti trade union - it makes them anti worker. Trade unions remain 
the largest voluntary organisation for working people in the UK. No organisation which refuses the right  to its 
workforce to collectively negotiate in an organised manner can then go on to claim that it is worker led. 

PARTNERS IN SHAME?

GLL makes much of its long list of partners. These include Local Authorities with GLL contracts along with the 
following companies:



In light of GLL's cuts based business model, its poor pay and conditions and its refusal to recognise trade unions, 
something which many consider a basic human right, the question has to be asked why would organisations 
which claim to be progressive wish to risk their own reputations by partnering with GLL? 

Why wo uuld local authorities who not only recognise trade unions but claim to actively encourage workers to 
join, then transfer its own staff to organisations which refuse to recognise trade unions? 

BETTER LIBRARIES? 

GLL attempts to set itself apart from profit making companies by promoting its social enterprise credentials. But 
what does this mean in reality? The company states: "We work for the benefit of everyone, the public, the 
communities we work in, our staff, our partners".  

This has never stopped GLL ignoring public consultation, protest and petitions from the community and using 
some of the worst employment methods of the private sector. This is clearly demonstrated by the current 
dispute in Bromley where workers at a worker led company have been on strike since 6th June 2019 - GLL 
ignored the community, service users and staff. They cut costs, cut staffing and allowed a situation to grow 
whereby due to these cuts, there were not enough staff hours to keep the libraries open - the service was only 
maintained by staff working extra hours beyond their contracts. 

GLL are masters of spin. Perhaps this is best illustrated by the title of the pop up gyms that have started 
appearing under the name "Better" rather than GLL. The question does have to be asked - why the re-brand? 

Before handing contracts to GLL, local authorities do need to look further into the wider finances of the 
company. The gym industry is a cut throat business. Two popular brands, Pure Gym and The Gym Group are 
massively undercutting GLL. They often have better equipment, better facilities, offer 24 hour opening 7 days a 
week and are cheaper. There is huge pressure placed on GLL staff to achieve sales. It is now public knowledge, 
admitted by Mark Sesnan, that there are now significant financial pressures on the company. Unite is aware that 
these are serious. It would be appalling if the company were to attempt to ease some of these financial 
pressures through funds allocated to run library services. Financial management certainly does not appear to be 
a strong point - while library workers have been on strike due to staffing cuts, GLL has been spending significant 
sums on soft furnishings for the libraries - it sound obvious, but clearly needs stating - there is no point the 
library looking nice if there are no staff to keep it open. 

GLL has attempted to integrate its library and gym business. In Lambeth there was huge controversy over plans 
to use library space for gym provision. The Carnegie library was thriving with usage increasing dramatically each 
year. It served communities, providing a wide variety of free resources and activities for all ages with the busiest 
childrens library in the borough. Then its size and facilities were drastically reduced and library staff withdrawn - 
which the local authority admitted severley disadvantaged all the most vulnerable groups. Once the Carnegie 
library closed, other libraries filled beyond workable capacity with ex Carnegie users. There were also those who 
simply could not access another library. Public opposition included over 10,000 signatures, marches and 
demonstrations. Once again, as in Bromley, the views of the public counted for little. 

GLL took over the contract for libraries in Greenwich in 2012. The service at the time included a library on the 
Ferrier Estate and a Mobile Library. Both were left off the the specification, the transfer agreement between GLL 
and the Council. Unite raised protests and as a result, the Mobile was placed on the specification, the Ferrier was 
not. Instead a promise was made that alternative provision would be in place as the Ferrier Estate was 
redeveloped. This turned out to be a lie. GLL did not want to run it and while it had to relent on the Mobile, the 
Ferrier was closed with no alternative provision. GLL's first action therefore was to oversee the closure of a 
library. 

In 2014, Greenwich Unite raised serious concerns about staffing levels, which GLL chose to ignore. The 
company had decided to save money by not filling large numbers of vacant posts. Where it did fill posts it was 
doing  so with temporary, not permanent staff. This led to increased pressure on staff and an impact on the 
service. Union members, due to the lack of response from GLL took strike action. This eventually led to an 
agreement to fill posts and reduce temp staff. 



In 2016 Unite was again in dispute with GLL after a decision was made to scrap the Mobile Library. This 
service issued 33,000 books to children every year - that is more book issues than many smaller libraries. 
There were huge protests, including strike action. The public responded to a consultation exercise in their 
thousands making it clear that there was mass opposition to the proposal. Despite this, GLL closed the Mobile 
Library Service. 

By 2017 GLL were happy to boast that "Greenwich bucks the trend as libraries post highest annual visits on 
record". The company failed of course to mention any contribution from staff or the fact that it had been 
forced to fill posts by the union and that the record performance would not have been possible had it not 
been for the Unite campaign. 

BOYCOTT GLL 

Unite The Union, in support of our striking members in Bromley Libraries, is calling on organisations to 
boycott GLL. This is because GLL is a sham - it is not worker led and has a business strategy no different to 
any other private company when it comes to the impact on staff. Local authorities who have contracts with 
GLL should make the decision to cancel the contract at the first available opportunity and consider taking 
services back in-house. We make the following demands on the company:

SETTLE THE STRIKE IN BROMLEY LIBRARIES 
BY PROPERLY STAFFING LIBRARIES AND
PAYING STAFF WHAT THEY ARE OWED 

REDUCE THE USE OF ZERO HOUR 
CONTRACTS AND GIVE PERMANENT JOBS 

TO ALL WHO WANT THEM 

ENTER INTO TALKS TO FORMALLY 
RECOGNISE UNITE THE UNION 




